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ACTIVITY TWO: CREATING A RESEARCH PLAN 
ACTIVITY TIME: 60 MINUTES 

TEACHER CREATED MATERIALS 
›  Student Research Plan 

›  Sample Student Research Plan 

ACTIVITY PREPARATION 
› Make one copy of the Student Research Plan for each student (or distribute electronically). 

› Decide if students will work individually or in small groups. 

› Test all online resources before class. 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE 
WHAT IS A RESEARCH PLAN? (20 MINUTES) 

›  Explain that the next step in historical research involves creating a research plan. 

›  Discuss the goal of a research plan: 

›  A research plan allows students to brainstorm keywords and concepts related to their research question.  

›  A research plan helps students develop a strategy for fnding relevant primary and secondary sources. 

›  Ask a volunteer to share a “Wonder” question from the Student Inquiry Notes they developed in Activity One. 

›  Lead the class to brainstorm keywords, people, events, places, ideas, or dates useful in searching for information about 
the question. Make a list that is visible to the students. 

›  Lead the class to brainstorm places where they could fnd primary and secondary sources. Make a list that is visible to 
the students. 

RESEARCH PLAN COMPLETION (40 MINUTES) 

›  Organize students into groups if desired. 

›  Distribute one Student Research Plan to each student and briefy introduce the students to the questions. 

›  Draw attention to the fact that the last question is open-ended. 

›  Tell students that they will be developing a Student Research Plan. 

›  Topic: Harlem Renaissance 

›  Research Question: How did African Americans defne cultural freedom during the Harlem Renaissance? 

›  Direct students to work individually or in their groups, referring to the Historical Background handout used in Activity 
One. 

›  Monitor and encourage students to choose terms that are as specifc as possible. Encourage students to consider using 
synonyms. 

›  Lead a classroom discussion once students have had sufcient time to complete their plan, using the Sample Student 
Research Plan as your guide. 

›  Remind students that research and inquiry are recursive and refective. They will be returning to and editing their 
research plan as they move through the research process. 
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STUDENT RESEARCH PLAN
Topic:  

Research Question: 

What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you 
search for information. Remember to double-check your spelling.

What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Check the types of sources you will search for below. 
List your own as well.

book    database article    website   academic journal

documentary film   biographies  textbook  newspaper articles

What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Check the types of sources you will search for below. 
List your own as well.

newspaper articles     diary/journal   government documents     photographs

speeches       autobiographies material objects     sheet music/song lyrics

films           letters   eyewitness interviews legal records

Where can you find these secondary and primary sources?
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STUDENT RESEARCH PLAN
Topic: The Harlem Renaissance

Research Question: How did African Americans define cultural freedom during the Harlem Renaissance?

What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you 
search for information. Remember to double-check your spelling.

New Negro Harlem 1920s Langston Hughes

Bessie Smith Zora Neale Hurston James Weldon Johnson Carl Van Vechten

Great Migration Jazz Blues New York City

What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Check the types of sources you will search for below. 
List your own as well.

book    database article    website   academic journal

documentary film   biographies  textbook  newspaper articles

museum guides exhibition materials literary analysis museum blog

What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Check the types of sources you will search for below. 
List your own as well.

newspaper articles     diary/journal   government documents     photographs

speeches       autobiographies material objects     sheet music/song lyrics

films           letters   eyewitness interviews legal records

poems 
short stories and 
novels music recordings paintings      

Where can you find these secondary and primary sources?

Student answers will vary.


	Topic: (Student Research Plan): 
	Research Question: (Student Research Plan): 
	[Item 1] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 2] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 3] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 4] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 5] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 6] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 7] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 8] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 9] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 10] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 11] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	[Item 12] What are some important keywords, events, ideas, dates, and people related to your topic? These words will help you: 
	book (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	database article  (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	website (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	academic journal (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	documentary film (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	biographies (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	textbook (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	newspaper articles (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	[Item 1] (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): 


	[Item 2] (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): 


	[Item 3] (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): 


	[Item 4] (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): 


	newspaper articles (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	diary/journal  (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	government documents (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	photographs (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	speeches (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	autobiographies (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	material objects (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	sheet music/song lyrics (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	films (What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): Off


	letters  (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	eyewitness interviews (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	legal records (What kind of secondary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	) (Student Research Plan): Off


	[Item 1] What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): 


	[Item 2] What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): 


	[Item 3] What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): 


	[Item 4] What kind of primary sources will be helpful in your research? Circle the types of sources you will search for below: 
	 List your own as well: 
	 (Student Research Plan): 


	Where can you find these secondary and primary sources? (Student Research Plan): 
	Overall Topic (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer): 
	Potential Key Words or Subtopics (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer) 1: 
	Potential Key Words or Subtopics (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer) 2: 
	Potential Key Words or Subtopics (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer) 3: 
	Subtopic of interest (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer): 
	Keywords to Research This Subtopic (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer) 1: 
	Keywords to Research This Subtopic (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer) 2: 
	Potential research topic (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer): 
	Research questions (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer): 
	Primary source that makes me want to learn more (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer): 
	Questions generated by this primary source (Funneling A Topic Research Graphic Organizer): 
	Write your tentative research question here (Part One: Keywords) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	What is the date range for your topic (for example, 1785–1789, 1890–1925, etc: 
	)? (Part One: Keywords) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 

	Brainstorm keywords to use when searching this topic: (Part One: Keywords) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Databases available at our school (Digital encyclopedia database) (Part Two: Accessing Databases) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Databases available at our school (Digital periodical database) (Digital encyclopedia database) (Part Two: Accessing Databases) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Notes on How to Access My School Library’s Databases (Digital encyclopedia database) (Part Two: Accessing Databases) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Notes on How to Access My Local Library’s Databases (Digital encyclopedia database) (Part Two: Accessing Databases) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Database where you found this source: (Source One) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Citation (copy this from the database): (Source One) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Summary: Write a two-sentence summary of this source (Source One) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Is this source relevant to my topic? Why or why not? (Source One) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Does this source ft the time I am studying? (Source One) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Is this source worth saving (downloading, printing, etc: 
	) to read in more detail? Why or why not? (Source One) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	) to read in more detail? Why or why not? (Source Two) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 

	Database where you found this source: (Source Two) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Citation (copy this from the database): (Source Two) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Summary: Write a two-sentence summary of this source (Source Two) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Is this source relevant to my topic? Why or why not? (Source Two) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Does this source ft the time I am studying? (Source Two) (Part Three: Preliminary Research) (Database Access Instruction Guide): 
	Your Initial Research Question (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Feedback from Peer (Focus} (Part One: Peer Review) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Feedback from Peer (Feasibility} (Part One: Peer Review) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Feedback from Peer (Scope} (Part One: Peer Review) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Feedback from Peer (Value} (Part One: Peer Review) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Is your research question focused enough? Why or why not? (Part Two: Reflection Questions) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Is your research question feasible for the period of the project? Why or why not? (Part Two: Reflection Questions) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Is your research question at the right scope? Does it define the time, place, and population? Why or why not? (Part Two: Reflection Questions) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	Is your research question of value? Who would find it most valuable? What makes you think so? (Part Two: Reflection Questions) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	What changes are you making to your research question? Write your revised research question here: 
	 (Part Two: Reflection Questions) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 

	What questions did this activity generate in your mind? (Part Two: Reflection Questions) (Evaluating and Fine-Tuning a Research Question Handout): 
	1: 
	 List five items in the film that you would still see today (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 
	 List five items in the film that you would not see today: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 List five words that the narrator uses that make you pay attention to the film: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 Do these sources contradict each other, or are they consistent? Explain: 
	 (Corroborating Organizer): 

	 What do you and your partner think is the definition of inference? (Part One: Whole Class Warm-Up) (Resisting Slavery Handout): 
	 “[U: 
	S: 
	] teens spend an average of more than seven hours per day on screen media for entertainment: 
	” (Part Two: Making Inferences about Enslaved Africans’ Actions) (Resisting Slavery Handout): 




	2: 
	 List five items in the film that you would still see today (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 
	 List five items in the film that you would not see today: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 List five words that the narrator uses that make you pay attention to the film: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 What argument(s) does each author make? (Corroborating Organizer): 
	 Write down the class’s definition of inference: 
	 (Part One: Whole Class Warm-Up) (Resisting Slavery Handout): 

	 “[U: 
	S: 
	] teens spend an average of more than seven hours per day on screen media for entertainment: 
	” (Part Two: Making Inferences about Enslaved Africans’ Actions) (Resisting Slavery Handout): 




	3: 
	 List five items in the film that you would still see today (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 
	 List five items in the film that you would not see today: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 List five words that the narrator uses that make you pay attention to the film: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 What is similar about these sources? Explain how these validate each other: 
	 (Corroborating Organizer): 

	 What can be inferred from the engraving The Africans of the slave bark “Wildfire” : 
	 : 
	 : 
	 ? (Part One: Whole Class Warm-Up) (Resisting Slavery Handout): 




	4: 
	 List five items in the film that you would still see today (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 
	 List five items in the film that you would not see today: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 List five words that the narrator uses that make you pay attention to the film: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 What is different about these sources? If different, explain what accounts for the differences: 
	 (Corroborating Organizer): 


	5: 
	 List five items in the film that you would still see today (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 
	 List five items in the film that you would not see today: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 List five words that the narrator uses that make you pay attention to the film: 
	 (Part One) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 

	 When looking at both sources, what can you conclude about the time in history? (Corroborating Organizer): 

	In your own words, what is the message of this film?  (Part Two) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): 
	Since the creators intended the film for school children, Bert the Turtle was a good idea (Part Three) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): Off
	The purpose of the film is to prepare school children for an atomic bomb attack: 
	 (Part Three) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): Off

	The narrator’s description of the atomic bomb as “very dangerous” is accurate: 
	 (Part Three) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): Off

	The narrator’s description of what to do if an attack occurs is good advice: 
	 (Part Three) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): Off

	The Civil Defense and film producers believe the facts they presented in the film: 
	 (Part Three) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): Off

	The purpose of the film is propaganda to ease the minds of parents and children: 
	  (Part Three) (Duck and Cover Graphic Organizer): Off

	Student Notes (Connect) (Student Inquiry Notes): 
	Student Notes (Wonder) (Student Inquiry Notes): 
	Student Notes (Investigate) (Student Inquiry Notes): 
	Student Notes (Construct) (Student Inquiry Notes): 
	Student Notes (Express) (Student Inquiry Notes): 
	Student Notes (Reflect) (Student Inquiry Notes): 
	Primary/ Secondary Audio Recording, Address by John D: 
	 Rockefeller, Jr: 
	 / United War Work Campaign Committee, 1918 [0:00-0:40] (Primary or Secondary Chart): [Select One]


	Explanation Audio Recording, Address by John D: 
	 Rockefeller, Jr: 
	 / United War Work Campaign Committee, 1918 [0:00-0:40] (Primary or Secondary Chart): 


	Primary/ Secondary Blog Post, “World War I: The Women’s Land Army,” March 26, 2018 (Primary or Secondary Chart): [Select One]
	Explanation Blog Post, “World War I: The Women’s Land Army,” March 26, 2018 (Primary or Secondary Chart): 
	Primary/ Secondary Book, A Military History of the World War, Vol: 
	 1, 1923 Colonel Charles Roscoe Howland Library of Congress  (Primary or Secondary Chart): [Select One]

	Explanation Book, A Military History of the World War, Vol: 
	 1, 1923 Colonel Charles Roscoe Howland Library of Congress  (Primary or Secondary Chart): 

	Primary/ Secondary Diary, Diary of Harry Frieman, 1917 (page one) Veterans History Project, Library of Congress  (Primary or Secondary Chart): [Select One]
	Explanation Diary, Diary of Harry Frieman, 1917 (page one) Veterans History Project, Library of Congress  (Primary or Secondary Chart): 
	Primary/ Secondary Photograph, American Red Cross nurse at the railroad station at St: 
	 Etienne, helping wounded soldiers on to the tram cars which are being used as ambulances, July 1918 (Primary or Secondary Chart): [Select One]

	Explanation Photograph, American Red Cross nurse at the railroad station at St: 
	 Etienne, helping wounded soldiers on to the tram cars which are being used as ambulances, July 1918 (Primary or Secondary Chart): 

	Primary/ Secondary Video, A Bullet in the Chamber: The Politics of Catastrophe & the Declaration of World War I, September 25, 2015 [7:42-9:40] (Primary or Secondary Chart): [Select One]
	Explanation Video, A Bullet in the Chamber: The Politics of Catastrophe & the Declaration of World War I, September 25, 2015 [7:42-9:40] (Primary or Secondary Chart): 
	Primary Source: (“Big C, Little C” Historical Context Graphic Organizer): 
	What historical events and ideas influenced the topic? (“Big C, Little C” Historical Context Graphic Organizer): 
	“Big C” Context: 
	 What were the broader national and global trends that affected this historical event? (“Big C, Little C” Historical Context Graphic Organizer): 

	“Little c” Context: 
	 What were the local and regional events that directly affected this historical event? How does this contextual information explain why this source was created in this particular time and place? (“Big C, Little C” Historical Context Graphic Organizer): 

	How does this contextual information explain why this source was created in this particular time and place? (“Big C, Little C” Historical Context Graphic Organizer): 
	What other questions do you need to ask to understand what happened before, during, and after this source’s creation? (“Big C, Little C” Historical Context Graphic Organizer): 
	Does this historian agree with Article 231 of the Treaty of Versailles? Why or why not? (Document B) (Secondary Source): 
	Write the thesis of this historian in your own words: 
	 (Document B) (Secondary Source): 
	 (Document C) (Secondary Source): 
	 (Document D) (Secondary Source): 

	What kind of primary sources would support the conclusion of this historian? (Document B) (Secondary Source): 
	Does this historian agree with Article 231 of the Treaty of Versailles? Why or why not? (Document C) (Secondary Source): 
	What kind of primary sources would support the conclusion of this historian? (Document C) (Secondary Source): 
	Does this historian agree with Article 231 of the Treaty of Versailles? Why or why not? (Document D) (Secondary Source): 
	What kind of primary sources would support the conclusion of this historian? (Document D) (Secondary Source): 
	Class Sample (Title of the source) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (Title of the source) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (Title of the source) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class Sample (What type of source is it? (example: letter, photograph)) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (What type of source is it? (example: letter, photograph)) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (What type of source is it? (example: letter, photograph)) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class Sample (What was the first thing in the source that drew your attention?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (What was the first thing in the source that drew your attention?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (What was the first thing in the source that drew your attention?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class Sample (When was this source made?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (When was this source made?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (When was this source made?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class Sample (Identify at least two things you know about the creator of this source: 
	) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 

	Source One (Identify at least two things you know about the creator of this source: 
	) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 

	Source Two (Identify at least two things you know about the creator of this source: 
	) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 

	Class Sample (What are three details you noticed while examining this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (What are three details you noticed while examining this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (What are three details you noticed while examining this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class Sample (What are at least three questions you have about this source or the creator of this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (What are at least three questions you have about this source or the creator of this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (What are at least three questions you have about this source or the creator of this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class Sample (What is a perspective or experience that is missing from this source?) (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source One (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Source Two (Collection Exploration Worksheet): 
	Class research topic for this activity: (Searching for Primary Sources from The Library of Congress): 
	Keywords that assist the search (Searching for Primary Sources from The Library of Congress): 
	https://www: 
	loc: 
	gov/, the whole Library: Off
	gov/ limit to collection:: Off
	gov/exhibits/all/ curated exhibits from the Library of Congress: Off


	limit to collection:: 
	https://chroniclingamerica: 
	loc: 
	gov/ historic American newspapers: Off


	Look for primary sources about your topic: 
	 Describe your search for primary sources about your topic: 
	 What keywords did you try? What was the result of your search?: 


	How did you limit results or use advanced search features to refine or improve your results?: 
	What types of primary sources did you find with your search?: 
	Reflecting on your research purpose, what are the strengths of this collection?: 
	Reflecting on your research purpose, what are the limitations of this collection?: 
	What are some tips you would give someone else using this collection for the first time?: 
	What are some questions you have about using your collection?: 
	Name (Primary Source Analysis Tool): 
	Observe (Primary Source Analysis Tool): 
	Reflect (Primary Source Analysis Tool): 
	Question (Primary Source Analysis Tool): 
	Further Investigation: (Primary Source Analysis Tool): 
	Additional Notes (Primary Source Analysis Tool): 
	Document Title: (Historical Context Organizer): 
	Answers to Thin Questions (What type of document is this?): 
	Answers to Thick Questions (Why was this created? (purpose and audience) Was this a public or private communication? How were these types of documents used in the time period?: 
	Answers to Thin Questions (Who created the document? (individual/group, position, status, role): 
	Answers to Thick Questions (How did the creator’s perspective influence the document? Where in the source do you notice the creator’s perspective?): 
	Answers to Thin Questions (When was the document created?): 
	Answers to Thick Questions (How does the document fit into what was going on in the world when the source was created? What happened before, during, and after? How do the circumstances of the time influence the content?): 
	Answers to Thin Questions (Where was the document created?): 
	Answers to Thick Questions (How does the location influence the document?): 
	[1] Paragraph Number (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[1] What is Confusing? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[1] What I Learned (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[1] What Does This Mean? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[2] Paragraph Number (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[2] What is Confusing? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[2] What I Learned (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[2] What Does This Mean? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[3] Paragraph Number (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[3] What is Confusing? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[3] What I Learned (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[3] What Does This Mean? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[4] Paragraph Number (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[4] What is Confusing? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[4] What I Learned (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[4] What Does This Mean? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[5] Paragraph Number (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[5] What is Confusing? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[5] What I Learned (Close Reading Organizer): 
	[5] What Does This Mean? (Close Reading Organizer): 
	Source (Corroborating Organizer: Putting All of The Pieces Together): 
	What were the key claims or big ideas used in this source? What evidence supports the claims? (Corroborating Organizer: Putting All of The Pieces Together): 
	[2] 5: 
	 When looking at both sources, can you conclude about the time in history? (Corroborating Organizer): 

	6: 
	 What more is needed to understand what was happening around this time? What evidence is missing? (Corroborating Organizer): 

	7: 
	 What new questions do you have? What are the possible new research terms? Where will you seek the answers? (Corroborating Organizer): 

	8: 
	 Are these sources reliable? Why or why not? (Corroborating Organizer): 

	9: 
	 Did one particular source change your thinking on this issue? Explain (Corroborating Organizer): 

	Is this a primary or secondary source? (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	Who created or produced this source? (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	What type of source is this (photograph, letter, etc: 
	)? (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	)? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	)? (Source Two) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	)? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set B): 
	)? (Source Two) (California Gold Rush Source Set B): 
	)? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set C): 
	)? (Source Two) (California Gold Rush Source Set C): 

	When was this source created? (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	What is the overall purpose of this source? (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	How does this source help you understand the topic? (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	(Is this source credible, trustworthy, and accurate?) (California Gold Rush Sample): Off
	Explain why or why not: (Is this source credible, trustworthy, and accurate?) (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	(Is this a relevant source to research American reaction to Chinese immigrants in the California Gold Rush?) (California Gold Rush Sample): Off
	Explain why or why not: (Is this a relevant source to research American reaction to Chinese immigrants in the California Gold Rush?) (California Gold Rush Sample): 
	Is this a primary or secondary source? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	Who created or produced this source? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	When was this source created? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	What is the overall purpose of this source? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	How does this source help you understand the topic? (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
	(Is this source credible, trustworthy, and accurate?) (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): Off
	Explain why or why not: (Is this source credible, trustworthy, and accurate?) (Source One) (California Gold Rush Source Set A): 
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